Montana State University is one of 15 leading research universities partnering with the FAA’s Center of Excellence for Unmanned Aircraft Systems.

- The Boeing Company
- Ekalaka Mini-Mutes Radar Site
- Fort William Henry Harrison

Aviation facilities: 289

Jobs supported by the aerospace and defense industry in 2017 (350 direct): 640

Average wage of aerospace and defense employee in Montana: $53,925

- Jobs supported by Boeing’s facility in Helena, which has helped produce parts for the 737, 747, 767, 777, and 787 airplane models
- Space Propulsion Group’s AeroTec Facility in Butte is creating safer, more environmentally friendly hybrid rockets

Major employers in Montana:
- The Boeing Company
- Ekalaka Mini-Mutes Radar Site
- Fort William Henry Harrison

References:
- https://helenair.com/opinion/columnists/boeing-doubles-down-montana-site-expands-to-support-x-aircraft/article_0a879b3e-e4a5-5f6c-922a-ef76dafd06de.html

* ABET accredited school and/or AIAA Student Branch
The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) comprises nearly 30,000 members that span 88 countries. They are engineers, researchers, scientists, entrepreneurs, educators, and students. They drive economic growth, discoveries, and innovations that help the aerospace community accomplish what was once thought impossible.

AIAA delivers extensive technical expertise and policy guidance to decision makers at the federal and state levels, serving as a reliable resource on a full spectrum of aerospace issues.

AIAA CAN HELP PROVIDE:

› One-on-one meetings between technical experts and lawmakers to offer background on key aerospace issues

› Informational seminars on key issues for groups

› Expert testimony before lawmakers

› White papers on specific aerospace topics
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